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INTRODUCTION

In April 1982 a pilot project which aimed at improving students'
writing and experience of literature was launched by six schools in
the Metropolitan South-West Region . A "working committee" comprising
staff from Koorilla Primary, Kardinya Primary, Carawatha Primary,
Jandakot Primary, Yangebup Primary, North Lake Primary and North Lake
Senior High School met for five days during the term to discuss forming
a policy which could ensure continuity of experience in writing and
literature for students from Primary to High School . The committee was
concerned with several aspects, viz :-

(i)
(ii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)
(viii)

explore the conditions which make students want to write .
investigate approaches which help students to write better .
consider the teacher's role in the writing process .
consider the role of other agencies in assisting writing .
suggest ways in which beneficial writing approaches can
implemented .
develop a constructive writing policy which can serve as

To
To
To
To
To
be
To
a guide for the contributory Primary Schools and the High
School .
To investigate a range of writing experiences for students .
To recommend ways in which a literature policy can be forged
between the Primary Schools and the High School .

In addition to the discussions of the committee, it was agreed
that each member would be active in researching an area of their choice
and to make a report of their findings . This form of "action research"
follows in the footsteps of other projects done by interested and
committed teachers elsewhere in W .A. and Australia . The reports
included in this booklet and offer many practical suggestions to
both in Primary and High School .

Lionel Cranenburgh,
Senior Master, English,
North Lake Senior High School .

are
teachers

The committee worked hard to achieve what is a mammoth enterprise
in a limited time . Naturally, the teachers concerned worked over-time
to make the project possible . Those whose efforts have contributed to
this booklet have my sincere thanks . They are Kerry Ralland, Koorilla
Primary, Beryl Jones, Kardinya Primary, Pauline Millar, Carawatha Primary,
Peter George, Jandakot Primary, Colleen Hayward, North Lake Primary,
Kay Kovalevs, Metropolitan South West Regional Office, Don Pugh P .S .P .
Co-ordinator, Rae Gatti Curriculum Branch (Primary), Chris Jeffrey,
Senior Master, English, Hampton Senior High School, Kerry Boyd, Teacher
Librarian, North Lake Senior High School and Cath Trainor, North Lake
Senior High School .
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RAISING WRITERS AND READERS

by Colleen Hayward
North Lake Primary

The topic "writing for what" must also be considered in the light of "not
writing for what" . Pat Edwards expresses both aspects admirally as follows :-

Having a writing programme based on just grammatical correctness is like
calling an empty house a home -

Like sticking to a diet -
Like confining a painting to black and white
Like painting daffodils in rows .

Writing a story and finding it marked for its spelling and not for its ideas
is like having someone correct your pronunciation when you are telling a
joke -

Like having a friend forget to open your present -
Like waiting for a phone call that never comes -
Like being ignored at a party .

Having the teacher always choose the topic is like your mother picking your
clothes -

Like someone else sugaring your tea -
Like driving your father's car -
Like asking for a black kitten and being given a ginger one instead .

Struggling to put thought, dreams, emotions and ideas on paper is like
attempting to paint a song -

Like holding a handful of water -
Like trying to call a bird -
Like capturing the moon in a puddle .

Writing is not three sentences to a paragraph, three paragraphs to an essay,
with a mark out of ten in red in the top right hand corner -

It's a way of conquering inner fears ;
a sharing of laughter and sudden tears .
It's finding a special and secret place .
It's exploration of inner space .
Writing will help you travel far .
Writing's discovering WHO you are .

In considering this sub-theme of "writing for what", I was struck by the
great difficulty of separating this sub-theme from sub-themes being considered
by my colleagues . It became very apparent that reading and writing are so
inter-woven, in their entirety and in their "parts", that I am left with a
feeling that no separation/segmentation is possible or desirable . The
alarming aspect of this realization is that if I can identify more relevance
in an holistic approach to reading and writing, it is no wonder that



children fail to see or develop links between parts treated in isolation .

I think all teachers would agree in the idealistic generalization that
programmes in reading and writing (if not all aspects of education) would
be more effective and attractive if they suited the needs of the individual
child . However, the practice of this ideal is often lost in the maze of
school policy, curriculum requirements, classroom discipline, time
restrictions and the unending, unavoidable stream of interruptions . Despite
these difficulties children must still be treated as individuals - they
will read and write at different "levels" and at different rates . The work

they do must be considered positively . Much of this consideration will be
investigated in this booklet in an attempt to provide children with an
interest in and a purpose for writing, thereby removing the "why" or
"for what" from a chore which then becomes a worthwhile experience . Writing
will no longer be an exercise, it will be a communication event appealing
to a wide audience .

Pat Edwards - poem Thoughts on Writing in SchooZ is reproduced from
Better Reading/Writing Now with permission from the
Primary English Teaching Association .
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What We Mean By Literature
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A LITERATURE POLICY

By literature we mean all works of an imaginative kind which
touch upon the feelings, emotions, sensibilities and concerns of
young people today and which involve them in thinking of the highest
order .

Importance Of The Child's Response To Literature

Children must be allowed to come to their own understandings
and enjoyment of literature through :-

- their own language
- their own responses
- their own initiatives

Helping Children To Arrive At Their Own Understandings

Children can be helped to come to their own understandings by
allowing them to work in small groups which gives them opportunities :-

Range : -

- to talk so as to learn
- to write so as to learn and
- to share ideas

The Role Of The Teacher

The teacher as a facilitator can best promote literature by
organizing :-

- the appropriate resources
- the learning programme
- ensuring that talk is directed to a task

Aims Of A Liter ature Programme

l .

	

To enable children to enjoy literature .
2 .

	

To introduce students to a wide range of literary forms .
3 .

	

To develop critical insights into literature .
4 .

	

To develop a positive attitude towards literature .

In keeping with our definition of literature students should experience

a wide range of literary forms . Here is a sample of literary forms children

may encounter :-

Novels (Novels on a variety of subjects)
Short Stories (Stories using a variety of techniques and subjects)
Poems - haiku, cinquain, sonnets, free verse, lyrics,

narrative, odes, ballads, traditional, modern,
Australian poetry/other lands .



Ran_e: -

Plays

	

- One Act, Three Acts, student drama, T .V . and radio
scripts .

Fairy Tales
Folk Tales
Science Fiction
Bible Stories
Myths and Legends
Satire
Parodies

Non-fiction

Autobiographies
Biographies
Reports
Newspapers
Magazines
Documents

An Approach That Can Be Used To Teach Literature

The Literature Learning Model is offered as an approach to encourage
students to respond in a personal way to novels, short stories, plays etc .
The process encourages students to talk so as to learn and to write for
learning . An example of how this can be used in a short story follows the
model .

Resources that teachers may use to enrich the teaching of literature
are :-

Films, filmstrips, radio plays, radio talks, records etc .

LITERATURE LEARNING MODEL

* Student choice of activity

STAGE TEACHER RATIONALE & FUNCTION : STRATEGIES :

PREPARATION * More than motivation, activities are Experiences -visits
reflected in other stages excursions

* Experiences planned which provide a Reading - individual
framework for ensuring learning - teacher/student

* Should be a shared experience for Record/tape/song
learners Film/picture

* Stude nt acquires information Experiment
Demonstration
Explanation

EXPLORATION * Based on students' own experiences Individual expressive
or understandings - tentative judge - writing, followed by
ments made small group exploratory

* Student response rather than directed talk OR
by the teacher Individual writing



LI'T'ERATURE LEARNING MODEL CONT .

re-organization, elaboration and
using information in a purposeful way

PRESENTATION * Present what has been learned
* Understandings shared
* Teacher can check what was learned -
whether objective achieved

* Real audience and purpose needs
stress

* Quality because of reality
* Reporting back not always necessary
can be boring

Alternatives

(i) Combine groups and compare
(ii) Rep . from four groups form new

group to share
(iii) Each group a different aspect -

or, observe from a different
angle
Rep . each group in new group
to share information and
understandings

(iv) Each group's findings on b/bd
or butcher's paper for critical
examination

(v) Each student explains findings
to matched person in other group

REFLECTION

	

* Thinking back on activities helps
internalize experiences, which leads to
clearer understanding of the work of
literature

Draft and final copy
writing

Film/tape/newspapers

Mime

Art Work

Scripting

Debating

Interviewing

Readers' Theatre

Talk
Personal writing
Formal writing
Creative activities
written and spoken
stories, plays,
poems

STAGE : TEACHER RATIONALE & FUNCTION : STRATEGIES :

SHAPING * Choice of activity determined by Role Playing
(Reshaping) teacher's aims

* Attention focussed on aspects designed Explanations - formal
to enable student to move closer to - informal
understanding Improvising

* Involves clarification, ordering,



Preparation

Exploration

_ g _

USING THE LITERATURE MODEL WITH A SHORT STORY

Read the short story .

	

The story in Spectrum One describes an
Italian boy Plinio's experience as a migrant in Melbourne and the tragic
encounter he has with a group of Australian boys and girls .

(a) Exploratory talk

THE KNIFE

	

Judah Waten

The students are asked to talk in small groups so that they can
discuss the story in their own language . The only instruction from the
teacher need be for the students to "talk about the story in any way you
like in order to attempt to understand it" . This gives the students a
chance to relate the story to what they already know, to their experiences
and interests .

(b) Exploratory writing

The following process of exploratory writing assists in developing an
understanding of the story . It follows the exploratory group discussion
and allows the individual student to respond in a personal way to the story
so that the student's involvement with the story is increased . So that
students in each group can see how the story differs if it is viewed from
a different viewpoint, each member of the group is asked to assume the
role of a different character . Three members of the group are asked to
reflect on the incident in a diary as the Italian boy Plinio, the Australian
boy Tommy and the girl Mavis, writing the day after the incident .

One member of the group is asked to speak on tape or write as the reader
reflecting on the incident the next day .

The audience for this writing is the small group itself . The writing
is not to be assessed although the teacher can read it if he wishes . This
exercise is valuable in developing an understanding of the story .

Each group listens to the monologue, reads the three pieces of writing
and discusses them .

Shaping

One of the groups is asked to take on the role of the characters in the
story and as a panel answer questions from the class . A person taking part
in the role play should only be asked to take the part of a character whom
he has already begun to explore .

The group who will take the part of the characters should talk through
the story, looking carefully at parts which seem important to an understanding
of their character . They should try to anticipate some of the questions which
they may be asked and to talk through the answers they will give .

While this is going on other members of the class should be working in
groups preparing questions to ask the panel . The questions should be those
which will help to throw light on the meaning of the story .



Shaping Cont .

Questions devised by the groups are then fired at the panel who
should answer them in the roles they are assuming .

At the end of this the class would have developed important insights
into the story .

After this the teacher may set questions, or activities for the class
to do which may be assessed . The activities ma;" be either oral or written .

It is important when setting the question or activity at this stage
that small groups are given the opportunity to talk through the question
in preparation for writing or performing .

Presentation

Reflection

The audience for the writing or performance could be :-

* the teacher who will assess it
* the other members of the small group
* one other group who will exchange written answers

Some suggested activities arising out of the previous work could be art
work, formal writing, scripting, debating, etc . At this stage the work need
only be first drafts or in its early stages and the audience may offer
constructive suggestions for improvement .

The work in its complete form may now be presented and assessed at
this stage if this is necessary . Some activities could be talk, formal
writing, written and spoken stories, plays, poems etc .

The students may alternatively be allowed to reflect upon what they
have talked about by being asked to select one incident from the story and
write about it in their own personal language . The student may write for
himself or share it with some friends or a teacher .



Promote Authors
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Teachers can :
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ACTIVITIES TO ENRICH A LITERATURE PROGRAMME

These activities suggested by Rae Gatti, Curriculum Branch (Primary
section) can be used to promote literature in your class or school .

PROMOTING LITERATURE

	

Rae Gatti

1 . Celebrate Authors' Birthdays . Set up a class display, using an
author's books .

2 . Research Authors' Background .

3 . Invite a local writer to speak to the children about his/her books .

Promote Books

1 . Tune in to the A .B .C . radio programme "Books Alive" .
(Make sure the books are available!) .

2 . Select readings - Choose an extract from a book to create interest .
(Be careful! Too much of this can be frustrating to children) .

3 . Read complete pieces Use those few minutes before breaks or home
time to read a short story or poem .

4 . Have book displays

	

in the classroom . Change them every week .

5 . Make "Who Am I ?" cards or mobiles .

	

Have clues made about characters .
Children guess the characters and read the books about the characters .
Books can be displayed .

6 . Organize Announcements - over the P .A . system, at the assembly
on a weekly/fortnightly basis .

when they have read the book . Add comments .
7 . List Books on a chart . Children add their name and book to the chart,



Children can :

8 . Plan Thematic Displays Set up displays for topical events . e .g .
W .A .Week, U .N . Day, Easter etc ., or interest themes - witches, things
to do, f airytales .

1 . Recommend Books to others . Organize a display chart to which
children add their recommendations .

Title
Recommended
By Reason

2 . Dress-up to represent book characters . Hold a parade during
book week . Present at assembly .

3 . Make pos ters & ads to promote books .

4 . Submit their entries for a "Most Popular Books" ompetition .
List and display the results .

Getting children to respond to a book, story or play will be made
so much easier if the activity is one from which the student can gain
pleasure . Rae Gatti has compiled some activities teachers can use for
students to respond to books they have read .



1 . Frameworks

	

Use literature pieces that have a pattern

	

(repetition,
rhyme) . Children use their own content to fit the pattern
of the literature .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

Suitable Stories

Suitable Poems

Nursery Rhymes

Character Descriptions

Character Roles

Advertisements

Book Blurbs

7 . I Comics

8 . lCompletions

USING LITERATURE TO STIMULATE WRITING

Ashton Big Books - "Noah's Ark".
BiZZ Martin Instant Readers .
"Hungry CaterpiZZar"
"I Bet I CouZd"
"Drwmner Hoff"
FairytaZes "Three Bears" etc .

haiku, cinqains, limericks, renga, couplets,
triplets, quadrangles, sijo, tanka .

Modern Mother Goose - Use frames to write modern
versions .

	

e .g . LittZe Miss Pike
Sat on a spike . . . . .

Use literature characters . Develop clues, others
guess the character .

Write in depth descriptions of interesting characters .

Writer assumes a character .

Collects info .

	

or Panel quizzes character .
Interview session .

Prepare ads for books . Display in library, around
the school .

Use comic pictures . Children add own dialogue .

- Read part of a story to children- Children
complete ir. their own way .



9 .

10 .lTransposing

Models

(I)

	

THE CHARACTERS :

(II) THE SETTING :

(III) THE AUTHOR :

(IV) THE PAST :

Children write in a shape so they have to restrict
their writing to summary form .

Retell using silhouettes on an overhead . Write
script or instructions first .

Write (retell) the literature in another form .

- Use literature as a model to introduce and teach
particular writing skills, especially forms of
writing .

e .g .

	

tall tales

	

myths & legends
humorous

	

cartoons
fairytales

	

autobiographies
fables

	

mysteries
adventure

	

picture books
science fiction

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES TO USE IN CLASS

The following is an extract from the article 101 Ways to React to
Books by Nancy A . Mavrogenes, EngZish JournaZ, May, 1977 .

The complete list of activities is available on request from the
Metropolitan South-West Regional Office Integrated Resource Centre .

1 . Discuss how the main character is like or unlike people you know .
2 . Pretend you're one character and introduce the other characters to

your class .

	

-
3 . As an interior decorator, how would you decorate a character's

bedroom and why?
4 .

	

Make up five interview questions (with answers) for the main character .
S . Explain where you think the main character will die .
6 . Explain what the main character would prefer for Christmas and why .

7 . Compare where you live with the neighbourhood or town in your book .
8 . Draw the setting of your book and explain it .

9 . Write to the author and explain your reaction to his book .
10 . Make up five interview questions (with answers) for the author .
11 . Pretend you're the author and describe the part that was most

fun to write .

12 . Tell what you think happened before the story began .
13 . If your main character is from the past, how would he act if

the book took place today?

prose -- poem, biography -- autobiography
prose -- play, story -- series of letters
story -- song, poem -- song
letter -- diary etc .



(V)

	

THE FUTURE :

14 . Describe what you think happened to the main character after the
book ended .

(VI) COMPARISONS :

15 . Compare your book with another book you've read .
16 . Describe an experience you've had that was like the experience

of a character .

(VII) ART WORK:

17 . Design a book cover for your book .
18 . Draw a portrait of your favourite character and explain something

about it .
19 . Collect pictures that go with your book and describe each .

(VIII) DRAMA :

20 . Dramatize your favourite incident .

(IX)

	

CREATIVE WRITING :

21 . Write any kind of poem about your book .
22 . Write a letter to a friend describing this book you are

going to send him .
23 . Keep a journal as you read your book ; your reactions,

thoughts, feelings .
24 . Write a diary for your favourite character .

(X)

	

LIBRARY PROJECTS :

25 . Do research on any topic connected with your book .
26 .

	

Find a poem which applies to your book ; write it out and
explain how it applies .

POETRY AND SHORT STORIES : A STARTING POINT

The study of poetry should give the student an opportunity to read
different types of poems as well as to write poems . Some forms students
should encounter are :-

narrative

	

rhyme
lyric

	

ballads
humorous

	

haiku
tragic

	

cinquain
sonnets

	

traditional poetry
odes

	

modern poetry
free verse

	

Australian poetry
overseas poetry



Discussing a Poem

A resourceful teacher will no doubt find several ways of making a poetry
class interesting for students . However, if students are to enjoy a study of
poetry, then they need to know not only what a poem says but how it is said .
A simple way of discussing a poem which can be varied to suit the purpose of
the class is to consider -

1 . What The Poet Says

Consider

	

(i) the main idea or theme of the poem
(ii) other ideas in the poem

2 . How It Is Said

(i) what the poet says
(ii) how it is said

(iii) the reader's reaction to the poem

Consider the language the poet uses to express the ideas in the poem .
Some devices used by poets are similies, metaphors, imagery, onomatopoeia,
alliteration, assonance, personification, symbolism, analogy etc .

If these terms are introduced frequently students become familiar with
them. However, it is important not to turn a poetry class into a hunt for
similies, metaphors etc . The real purpose in considering these devices is
to see what effect the poet hoped to achieve by using such devices . The
teacher who asks a class to consider why the poet might have used a similie,
metaphor or image where it was used will be giving students an opportunity
to see the poet at work using language as a tool to communicate feelings
and meaning .

Other aspects which the students could consider are the poet's attitude
to his subject, the mood of the poet as suggested by the poem and how the
rhyme or lack of it adds to the meaning .

3 . The Reader's Reaction

The reader's reaction is personal and will vary from one individual
to another . Students can discuss what they liked about a poem or did not
like and why . Comparisons with other poems on similar themes may also be
made .

4 . Writing and Related Activities

The opportunity to write poetry should not be denied to any student .
Students can attempt several forms and their efforts "published" for a
wider audience .

Some activities which students can attempt are to collect other poems
by a poet they like, research the life and/or work of a poet of their choice,
give a talk on three or four poems they have enjoyed etc .

5 . Group Work

If students are allowed to discuss a poem in small groups and report
their findings to the class or to another group this will allow them to respond
personally to poetry . Group discussion may be worked with each group consider-
ing some aspect of a poem or with each group discussing a different poem . To
encourage a personal response to a poem small groups could interview each other
on several aspects of the poem which have been considered .



6 . Short Stories

A detailed account of how a teacher can handle a short story is shown
in the section Using a Literature Model with a Short Story . Refer to Page8 .

The following are suggestions of some aspects students may consider
after reading a short story .

Setting :

1 . Where is the story set? Does the setting have any effect on the way
the characters behave?

2 . In the story did the plot or characterisation seem to be more important?

3 . How did the author create suspense in the story?

4 . Where is the climax of the story?

S . Are you able to discover any indications or clues which were placed in the
story by the author which could explain why the story ended the way it did?

Characters :

6 . Are the characters real or stereotyped?
How does the author achieve a sense of reality?

7 . Are the characters different from people you know? How?

8 . Do you find any of the characters interesting? Why?

Theme :

9 . What is the central idea in the story? Is it important?

10 . Have you read any other stories by this or other writers on a
similar theme? Which story do you think handled the theme more
effectively?

Dialogue :

11 . Has the writer made the characters speak in a realistic way?

12 .

	

If you were only to look at what a character said and how he or she
said it what would it tell you about the person?



SOME SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES USED BY A TEACHER

Mr . Lionel Cranenburgh has had success with the following activities
after the students have read a book, article or story .

1 . Students pair off and assume the role of author and reporter . The
reporter interviews the author in-depth about his work which has just
been read .

2 .

	

Hold a talk-back show with the author .

	

Tape the show and add introductions
by the radio announcer, advertisements, brief stops for news etc . t o give
colour to the interview .

3 . Hold a This is Your Life programme for one of the characters . Tape
record the programme in which highlights of the character's life are
presented .

4 . Organize a debate on any aspect of the work being studied .

S .

	

Mock Trial .

	

Put one of the characters on trial in court .

	

Students can be
defending and prosecuting lawyers, judge, characters as witnesses, jury etc .

6 .

	

A Readers Theatre Session .

	

Select an extract from the book and with one
student as the narrator and other students assuming the role of other
characters, hold a dramatised reading of the extract .

7 . Choose two characters who are very dissimilar . Write a letter to the
reader by one character about his or her opinions about the events and
characters in the story . Then switch roles and write a letter from the
other character to the reader justifying his or her opinions about events
and characters in the book . Group discussion should precede the written
response .

8 . Write a poem on a character, situation or the theme of the book .

9 . Use the story or chapter as the basis for a play . Discuss and introduce
appropriate sound effects, music etc .
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A STUDENT DESCRIBES A SUCCESSFUL APPROACH TO BOOKS

Natalie Lorimer a Year 8 student at North Lake Senior High School
describes her experience with Colin Theile's book February Dragon .

FEBRUARY DRAGON

February Dragon by Colin Theile was a terrific learning experience and was
interesting reading as well as writing .

Step 1 :

	

We started off by reading a couple of chapters in the
book. Mrs . Martin read those and then as we were being
introduced to new characters students in the class would
read a particular character's part .

Step 2 :

	

Next we selected direct speech from the book and wrote it
down on a sheet of paper.

	

Then we wrote some of our own
direct speech and tried to correct our partner's work.

Step 3 :

	

SimiZies were of a large importance in the story, so
we also Zearnt about them and incorporated them in
our stories about the book .

Step 4 :

	

A letter of admiration was then written by each student
to the author, the best ones were sent to him.

Step S :

	

One of the best parts about the assignment was that we could
work in pairs, to improve each other's work .

	

We wrote
an interview like this with one person being the interviewer
and the other the person being interviewed; these were read
orally to the class .

Step 6 :

	

We then tried being a journalist, writing an article about the
fire and a death notice for one of the victims .

Step 7 :

	

In the story the children's Aunt Hester had outstanding and
very funny characteristics . Using this character we wrote
a story about a picnic with her .

Step 8 :

	

The book was very exciting so we decided to write our own
exciting story .

Step 9 :

	

Finally to add a bit more enjoyment we designed a poster to
prevent bushfires .

This assignment has been one of the most enjoyable ones I've done and
certainly it was well worth doing .



APPROACHES TO WRITING
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WRITING IN THE CLASSROOM

Rae Gatti, Curriculum Branch
(Primary)

There is a common misconception about writing - that its main purpose is to
communicate . While this is an important purpose, there is another equally, if
not more important one for writing . That is, writing to learn . This use is
often not recognized in the school situation .

Usually in school situations children are expected to write on a given topic
within a specific time limit to produce a piece of writing that is imaginative,
correctly spelled, grammatically precise and neatly written . It is difficult
to attend to so many tasks simultaneously . There is an obvious need to break
down these areas of writing so that each one is stressed at a different time
during the writing .

An understanding of the writing process enables the writer, over a reasonable
period of time, to concentrate on only one aspect of writing at a particular
stage in the process . By the end of the process, the writing should be correct
in all areas .

The process considers three major components - the writer, the writing and the
reader . If we consider the writer, there are two points of focus, before the
writing is started . Firstly, the writer must attend to purpose and ask the
question 'Why am I writing?' Secondly, the writer must attend to audience and
address the question "To whom am I writing?'

If the purpose is for learning, to sort out ideas and thoughts, then the
audience is usually self . This type of exploratory writing attends to ideas
and the meaning component of writing . It is the act of writing itself that
stimulates and helps to shape thoughts . Often we think we understand a concept
and when we have to verbalize it we have difficulty in doing so . Writing forces
us to reshuffle and clarify our thoughts so that we can express them . Frank
Smith (1981) suggests that it is a myth to think that writing occurs only when
we have something to say . It is often only when we do write that we find something
to say .

In this type of writing surface features such as punctuation, spelling, grammar
and neatness are relatively unimportant . Writing to learn requires much more
emphasis in schools to help children clarify thoughts and so refine their
understandings .

When the purpose of writing is to communicate and the audience is largely unknown,
then there is a need to attend to both meaning and surface features . The
extent to which surface features are corrected is defined by the particular
purpose of the writing and the associated audience . The writing process provides
us with a framework of how writing happens . It can be outlined as follows .

PRE WRITING WRITING POST WRITING

Source of
Experience

Making
Decisions

Drafting Proo,-"~ng Re-TV~ritirg Pub?icatior Reader
ResponseGetting * Revising e Neat a For a

ToDesire Forming ideas ideas . copy particular o
writer .to a frame- down a Editing audience . To

write work . structure . writing .



The process is largely a concept about writing and should not be broken down
into artificial stages . For ease of discussion, however, some important points
will be outlined under the headings indicated in the diagram .

REMEMBER ! Not all writing goes through the complete process .

1 . Writing to learn usually only requires attention to stages 1-3 .

Z . Writing to communicate, (depending on the particular audiences and pur-
pose) possibly does need all of the stages in the process .

FOLLOWING THE PROCESS

Stage One : Sources of,Experience

The decision or intention to write is motivated by . . . an experience
. . . a feeling
. . . a question
. . . a book .

This may be provided - bv the teacher
- by the student .

Stage Two : Makina Decisions

Clarify . . . the purpose of the writing (why) .
. . . the audience for whom it is intended (who) .
. . . the form the writing should take (how) .

Collect thoughts, words, observations, facts and questions related to the
topic by : . . . talking (class, group, one to one)

. . . thinking

. . . researching/reading

. . . brainstorming (class, group, partner, individual)

. . . note-taking .

Note :

Narrative, creative type writing doesn't require many decisions other than those
concerning audience, purpose and form. The ideas emerge through writing.
Information, content type writing usuaZZy requires a rough pZan with some facts
or informat-on outlined.

Stage Three : Drafting

Commence writing . The focus is on ideas which emerge through the writing .

Structure features (spelling, grammar, punctuation, neatness) are unimportant
at this stage .

Stage Four : Proofing

This is the changing stage where the writer attends to the writing and shapes
it to clarify meaning by :

deleting
adding
changing
modifying
re-arranging
revising

words, phrases, sentences
1

ideas and thoughts .
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This stage considers two main areas :

Revising - attending to ideas (the what) .
Editing

	

- attending to structure (the how) .
This can be done . . . by the writer, then

. . . with a friend or group, then finally
. . . with the teacher who acts as 'chief editor' .

Bring in some reading . Ask the editor to read the writing back to the writer .
The writer can hear weak areas in the writing .

'Good' writing develops at this stage . The quality of the proofing determines
the quality of the writing . It is through proofing that writers find out how
language works . The teacher must play an active part in the proofing, helping
children better their writing .

Note :

1 . Structural features can be taught at an individual level through proofing .
In this way teaching occurs at the point of error, in a meaningful context .

2 . Make Editors feel important : allow them to use a coloured pencil when
proofing. Let them sign their name when they complete their proofing .
(Boost their ego!) .

Stage Five : Re writing

The final copy is written (or typed) .

Neatness is important because someone else is going to read the writing .

Consider the conventions associated with the particular form of writing .

Minor changes may be made during this stage .

Stage Six : Publication

The product (writing) evolves as a result of the process .

Stage Seven : Realer Response

Readers show interest by responding to both the writer and the writing .

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS

1 . Don't expect to complete this entire process in one session! You will need
to allow several sessions (maybe weeks) to work through a piece of writing
(depending on the audience, purpose form) .

2 . While you have a piece of writing goir ; ..:-::ugh the complete process try a
few smaller activities that ca:: e completed 1n one session .



The 15 year old student seemed bemused as the principal handed
him the first certificate he had ever had in ten years of schooling .
Of the two hundred 15 year old students at the school more than
one hundred and thirty had scored a higher grade in written expression .
In his other subjects he was placed in the lowest quarter of achievers
in the school . His behaviour was frustrating to his teachers . The
certificate, however, so unexpected, was to mark a turning point in
his life .

When Tony came to my class he already had a label : Basic .
He was content to chat frequently and his usual effort was to write
three or four sentences a period . A reward for personal effort
in English at the school assembly seemed as unlikely to Tony as a
supporting role in the film Grease .

Tony's case is typical of hundreds of children whose ability in
English is labelled BASIC . At North Lake Senior High School about
33% of the students are Basic in English . Therefore, the problem of
a method to encourage low ability children to find satisfaction from
writing is a perennial and nearly always difficult one .

As a group, children categorised as being Basic in English tend
to dislike writing, have limited concentration, write with difficulty
and produce work that holds little interest for the teacher or the
student . The Board of Secondary Education in its publication
Characteristics of Written Expression comments in this way on Basic
level type work :

To regain a sense of self esteem and a sense of purpose I used a
writing workshop approach which works with students . It is an adaptation
of a method advocated by Walsh and can be used with all abilities . The
stages of the method are as follows :

a) MOTIVATION

b) MODELLING
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A WRITING WORKSHOP FOR ENCOURAGING

LOW ABILITY STUDENTS TO ENJOY WRITING

by Lionel Cranenburgh

Some teachers report that work presented at the
Basic Zevel is characterised by untidiness,
careZessness in presentation and poor handwriting. . .
The student who may have experienced years of poor
achievement in written expression Zacks seZf-esteem
and pride in his work .

MOTIVATION - MODELLING - PRE-WRITING - DRAFTING -
CRITICISM

	

- RE-WRITING - PUBLICATION - REVIEW .

At this stage discuss the project, theme or unit with
the class . If it is writing a newspaper, allow the student
to exercise personal choice and select the subject he or she
will choose .

Give the student clear, simple, written models which show
them what you want them to do . Preferably duplicate a copy



for each student . To assist the student to write give him or
her a checklist of points to observe e .g . a checklist for a
news report could contain ten questions as follows :

Etc .

c) PRE-WRITING
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Is your report written using simple words?

Have you used dialogue?

Is each paragraph a single sentence or two?

Have you used a good headline?

The B .S .E . publication makes further observations on the
lack of writing ability of students who are classified as
Basic in English :

Characters and events are introduced without
preparation or motivation.

	

The sequence of time,
events and ideas is often iZZcgicaZ .

	

LogicaZ and
chronoZogicaZ order is confused. There is a dis-
jointed ordering of ideas .

To give the student a chance to rectify this litany of his
or her mistakes the pre-writing stage is most useful in
giving students a chance to organise their thoughts . I
discuss the items on the PRE-WRITING SHEET which follows
explaining why each item is important . I tell the students
that if they are to enjoy what they are doing they should
write about people or things which they know best . Here is
the pre-writing sheet we use :

TOPIC :

	

Buildin& a Play

	

(Can also be used for stories) .

1 . In about half a page write a PLOT (i .e . the story
outline of your play) .

2 . Write the names of the characters in your play .

3 . Character Building . Write a few sentences about each
character showing the part they will play in the drama .
Include details of height, age, type of person e .g . happy,
clever, etc . Any other important detail .

4 . Plot Building . More Details .

i) Difficulties : Write down four or five
difficulties facing your characters .

ii) Suspense : Write down as many things which you
feel will make the play exciting .

iii) Make a list of the events that will take place
in your play . Number each event

e .g . The ball is kicked into the goal .
A lead player is hurt .



5 . Setting . Write a couple of sentences about the

d) DRAFTING

e) CRITICISM
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place in which your drama is set .

First Draft . Make your drama into three or four
scenes . You may use more . Write your first draft .

The writing of a first draft follows . These are discussed
with friends in pairs and constructive criticism offered .
After each student has had his or her first draft criticised
by another student, a second draft is written . The Bullock
Commission report advocates drafting as an approach :

Teachers in their demands for instant finaZ versions
of writing instead of 'first drafts' ignore the
experience of mangy professionaZ writers who cannot
write to order.

Tanya from Coolbellup Primary School has this to say of
pre-writing :

I feet that this (pre-writing) makes it a Zot easier
to write something once you have an idea of what
you want to write about .

Children can offer honest and constructive criticism if they
are given assistance by the way of a checklist . Naturally,
individual students will perceive other aspects requiring
criticism . I read through the second draft of a student's
work as he or she stands near my desk and discuss aspects of
the work which should be improved . This verbal criticism
is most important as the student both sees and hears the
teacher's constructive criticism .

Here is a checklist students use to assist criticism :

Criticising Someone's Work

1 .

	

Finding something good to say about the person's
writing .

2 .

	

Make criticism but always with a suggestion for
improvement .

3 .

	

The writer must ask for help . Here are examples :

Is it clear?
Do you like my ending?
I don't know how to put this part . . .?
What's a better word for . . .?



A Writer's Checklist
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1 . Writing needs to be clear - a writer should know what he or
she wants to say and see that it comes through .

2 . The title needs to be effective and lure the reader .

3 . The opening needs to be effective to encourage the reader
to continue .

4 . The ending should 'fit' and not feel tacked on .

S . Readers like .details . Give details .

6 . Readers are people and people like to know about other
people and how they think and act - particularly in unusual
or stressful situations .

f) RE-WRITING (The Final Draft)

When the final draft is written, the teacher may read it and award
a mark . However, for the student to feel that the work has been
worthwhile it needs to be published .

g) PUBLICATION

This can be bound with other students' work in a folder, placed on
a display board or in the library . It must have an audience .
Sometimes a committee of students can decide which work is of
publication standard . For this,,I-use the following checklist .%The
checklist can also be used by a group of students from another class
who have not seen the work after the class publishes it . Their
impressions can be discussed when the work is being evaluated .



EXPRESSIVE WRITING EVALUATION SHEET

NAME :

	

SCALE

AGE :

	

l . Terrific

SCHOOL :

	

2 . Good

3 . Average
HIGH/PRIMARY :

4 . Weak

Place a number in the appropriate

PUBLISH
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DESCRIPTION
OTHER

REJECT

1 (a) Type of work : POEM STORY
PERSONAL ESSAY

1 (b) Topic or Title :

2 . General impression

3 . Imagination

4 . Introduction

5 . Interest rating

6 . Punctuation and Spelling

7 . Conclusion

8 . Paragraphing

9 . Style



Grammar

Spelling

Marking

Encouragement
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Some final comments remain to be made as they indicate my attitude
to some aspects of writing which are frequently mentioned by teachers and
often cause dissension .

During the workshop very little formal grammar is taught . The
Bullock Commission report makes a helpful suggestion in the following
observation :

The teaching of traditional analytical grcmvnar does not
appear to improve performance in writing. . . .What is
questionable is the practice of setting exercises for
the whole class, irrespective of need and assuming that
this wiZZ improve every pupil's ability to handle English . . .
Many of these exercises demand ZittZe more than one word
answers and afford no opportunity for the generation of
Zanguage .

Much of the gramma ,~ical instruction I give is by explaining to
students as they watch fns "correct their work, what the correct form
is and the reason for it . It makes the teaching of grammar more effective
because the instruction is personal and the student can see the reason for
learning a particular usage .

Naturally I - correct spelling errors .

	

Each student notes the error
he or she makes in their file . These words are learnt and students test
each other for a few minutes each week to ensure that the correct spelling
has been mastered .

	

_

I have adopted a practice which seems to motivate students . When
I correct the earlier drafts f- write MY Jmarks in pencil \ in,'~my marks book .
If a student improves his or her work the mark is crossed out and a new
mark is written above it . Of this method of marking Stephen from Jandakot
Primary School had this to say :

Mr. Cranenburgh puts the mark down in pencil so you have
a chance to improve because that is what English is aZZ
about - improving .

I have found that awarding certificates to low ability students
for effort in English can be a powerful incentive to improving their work .
If certificates cannot be awarded then the teacher could use stamps which
register the teacher's appreciation of work or any other token of approval .

Low ability students too need appreciation like everybody else .
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Poetry can be used as a starting point for writing in a variety of
stimulating and enjoyable ways . Here are some approaches which might be
used in the classroom at various age levels, even with reluctant readers
and writers .

	

Teachers must bear in mind however, that enjoyment is a
vital element in all these approaches . The aim is to improve the students'
working knowledge of language in a way which will hopefully develop into a
lifetime habit of reading and writing for pleasure .

LANGUAGE FRAMES
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FROM POETRY TO WRITING

Using the language frames of poetry to develop writing is an interest-
ing, fun way to show students how our language works and how it can be
manipulated .

Junior primary teachers use this strategy often .

	

Five and six year
olds working with a simple rhyme like "The Farmer in the DeZZ" will have
no trouble in producing a rhyme such as -

The ghost is in the house
The ghos t is in the house
Eek, eek, I'm white as a sheet
The ghost is in the house .

and any number of variations . Verses like this which have rhyme, rhythm
and repetition are easily memorised and the children quickly learn to read
them .

For older children there is also a range of poems with structures
suitable for building on .

	

If the students are reluctant starters look for
humorous and nonsense poems to encourage them . There are endless possibilities
in Spike Milligan's-

A thousand hairy savages sitting down to Zunch . . .

Traditional rhymes such as There was an OZd Lady Who SwaZZowed a FZy and
One Wide River are also useful frames to begin with .

Many short poems are likely starting points for writing . Similes and
metaphors can be developed into a poem after studying one such as the
anonymous-

How A Good Greyhound Is Shaped

A head Zike a snake, a neck 'like a drake
A back Zike a beam, a beZZy Zike a bream
A foot Zike a cat, a taiZ Zike a rat.

Kay KovaZevs,
Reading Advisory Teacher,
MetropoZitan South-West RegionaZ Office .



Simple language frames are helpful for slow starters .

I wish . . .

ART AND CRAFT

CHORAL READINGS

I saw . . .

He ZZZo

Happiness is

Goodbye

And curses and spells are always popular . An excellent pattern to copy
is A Curse on My Former Bank Manager by Adrian Mitchell .

	

It begins

May your computer twitch every time it remembers money
until the twitches mount and become a mechanical ache
and rmy the ache increase until the tapes begin to scream
and may the pus of data burst from its metal skin . . .

More complex poems can be used as models too . Students looking at
parodies may like to compare Dorothea Mackellar's "My Country" to Oscar
Krahnvohl's version written seventy years later,

I Zove a sunburnt country
A Zand of open drains
Mid-urban spraw Z expanded
For cost - accountin(- gains;

Broad busy buZZdo.,ed acres
Once wastes of ferns and trees
Now rapidly enriching
Investors overseas .

A poem can be used as source material for art and craft lessons . Many
poems lend themselves to pictorial representation in the form of paintings,
collages, dioramas or murals . The number of suitable poems is endless but
nonsense poems such as The QuangZe WangZe's Hat or The OwZ and the Pussycat
are easy ones to begin with . Gradually, more complex verse can be introduced
to the students, until some may even be able to cope with work such as
Lennon's and McCartney's Eleanor Rigby which deals with loneliness .

Choral readings can be very enjoyable . Give the students a quick run
down on the strategies used in choral speech - solo, unison, chorus, cumulative,
sequential and so on - and turn a group loose on a poem which they have to
prepare as a reading .

	

Let the students work out how it will be presented .
They may want to include such things as sound effects and music .

	

The reading
doesn't have to be polished to presentation level each time . Poems like
Bob Dylan's Who KiZZed L)xvey Moore? and Roger McGough's Icarus AZZsorts are
very suited to this approach, and will be enjoyed by older students .

Choral readings of poetry and excerpts from plays and novels, are an
important part of language development . Many readings of each piece are
required before the presentation,and this increases both the readers'
comprehension and their appreciation of the work . The readers also absorb



the language patterns and the plot structures they are working with .
Familiarity with these aspects of the language will improve the students'
understanding of how language works,and will result in better spoken and
written work .

If the students show little interest in poetry try starting with the
verse of Spike Milligan or Pam Ayres . Even the most hardened non-starter
will have difficulty in resisting Milligan's

READING TO STUDENTS
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Silly Old Baboon

	

which starts

OR 'Maveric'

There was a baboon
Who, one afternoon,
Said, 'I think I will fly to the sun. '
So, with two great palms
Strapped to his arms,
He started his take-off run.

which begins

Maveric Prowles
Had rumbling Bowles
That thundered in the night.
It shook the bedrooms all around
And gave the folks a fright.

The importance of reading to students cannot be over emphasized . Each
of us has a linguistic storehouse in which the language patterns and plot
structures of literature are deposited as we read and listen to stories and
poems .

	

As familiarity with these patterns increases two things happen .
Firstly reading improves because knowledge of how language works allows for
prediction,which is an important skill in reading.

	

Secondly, writing improves
because the vocabulary and patterns which have been absorbed, sometimes
unconsciously, begin to appear in written work .

The poorer the language background of the student, the greater is the
need for him to become familiar with a range of literary styles . Ideally,
reading aloud to students should be a daily activity in our schools, to
develop in each child an awareness and appreciation of the richness .of our
literary heritage .

The 'Sounds of Language' programme by Bill Martin is an excellent
source of literature ranging from junior primary level with Sounds I Remember
to upper primary, lower secondary level with Sour_as Freedomring . Although the
writings have a North American bias the collections of poems, stories and
excerpts in the many titles present a wealth of literary styles and structures .
Furthermore each teachers' edition contains Martin's practical and easy to read
notes on strategies to develop the knowledge of how the English language works .
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In reading to student4 teachers should bear in mind that it is not
always necessary for the listener to be able to understand all that a poem
offers . Sometimes it is enough just to savour the richness of the language
and the feeling it evokes -

Had I the heavens' embroidered cloths
Enz,,~rought with golden and silver light,
The bZue and the dim and the dark cZothe
Of night and Light and the half-light,
I wouZd'spread the cloths under your feet:
But I, being poor, have only rrry dreams;
I have spread my dreams under your feet;
Tread softly because you tread on my dreams .

W. B . YEATS.

Developing writing from poetry is only part of any writing programme .
But whatever approaches to teaching writing are used, the teacher's
enthusiasm for, and enjoyment of the many forms of literature will be
an important motivating force for the student . Finding out how our language
works, and discovering ways to manipulate it for himself will increase the
student's appreciation of his own literary heritage and at the same time
increase his skills in using the spoken and written word .

REFERENCES

Cook, D et . al ., Improving On the Blank Page, Adelaide .
Rigby, 1972 .

Martin, B . Sounds of Language, New York : Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1973 . (books and tapes) .

Sadler, R et .al, Enjoying Poetry, Melbourne :
MacMillan, 1981 .

These materials are available on loan from the Integrated Resource
Centre, Metro . South West Regional Education Office .



B .

A . Books of all kinds -

Simple News sheets
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WRITING FOR WHAT?

by Colleen Hayward
(North Lake Primary)

Many aspects of writing, including length, form, and correctness
of spelling, punctuation and grammar, will vary depending upon the
pur ose for writing . Usually this purpose will relate directly to the
audience for which the writing is intended .

Children's interest in writing can be fostered by providing them
with a variety of audiences and a variety of presentation possibilities .
To this end, I hope that the following list of ideas to "publish"
children's writing will stimulate the children's interest as well as
your own .

1 . A .B .C . books (any form from an illustrated dictionary to an A .B .C .
of the ocean or T .V . or space - or they can deal with word play or
nonsense themes like B - Bob's bad brother breaks beer bottles before
breakfast)

2 . Story books
3 . Poetry books
4 . "My Best Writing" - individual scrapbooks
5 . Autograph album (blank page for each pupil, who then contributes a

photograph, or self-portrait sketch, a signature, and details on
personality and interests .)

6 . Riddle and joke books (including contributions about the funniest
thing each child has done, heard, seen or read)

7 . "How to . . ." books
8 . Recipe books (including ethnic recipes and nonsense theme recipes) .
9 . The longest story ever!

	

(Work with strips of butcher's paper . Launch
a topic which children can take up whenever they have a spare moment,
each new addition to the story being cellotaped onto the last)

10 . A group story

11 . School news
12 . Family news
13 . District news
14 . Crazy paper (Distort nursery rhymes to make a very different sort of

newspaper e .g . OZd Woman in Shoe Because of Housing Shortage .

	

Also
include a personal/ad column e .g . Lucy Locket wanting to Zocate her pocket .)

15 . About favourite books
16 . Natural Science with a twist (A news sheet can report under the heading

I've Been Robbed about a tree losing its leaves - or Sudden Death about a
spider killing a fly)

17 . Stop press



C . Magazines

18 . Specialist magazines (on hobbies, etc .) .
19 . Class of '82 .

D . Letters
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20 . Classroom mail box (distribution daily) .
21 . To business organizations (who advertise protect assistance) .
22 . To a friend or relative .
23 . To a librarian (giving impressions of a book recently borrowed) .

E . Plays

24 . Dialogues .
25 . Dramatise stories and poems .
26 . Melodrama .
27 . Radio plays (performed through school P .A . system) .

F .

	

Ideas for displaying day - to - day work

28 . Here's good work .
29 . Have you read this? (octapus holds a page of written work in each tentacle) .
30 . Mail train .
31 . Garden of poems .
32 . All up in the air! (use birds, kites, balloons, aeroplanes, rockets,

spaceships, satellites, etc .) .

G .

	

Special displays to share with others

33 . Information charts (can summarize data collected for a current project) .
34 . Posters .
35 . Sandwich man .
36 . Advertisements .

H .

	

Special displays and exhibitions

37 . Girl/boy - of - the - week display .
38 . Rogues' gallery (life-size paper dolls as a wall frieze - pupils write

on them a description of themselves or of famous villains/heroes from
nursery rhymes and fairy tales .

39 . Photographic exhibitions (especially of excursions) .

I . Cards

40 . Birthday cards .
41 . Congratulations cards .
42 . "Hand-out" cards (to convey messages about coming events) .

REFERENCE :

WALSHE, R .D . (ed), Better Reading/Writing - Now !
Primary English Teaching Association, NS W . new printing 1980 .
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READING AND WRITING

This article has been divided into two sections :

2 . Interdepartmental promotion of reading and writing ; using
North Lake Senior High School as the example .

Reading: An Opinion

Kerry Boyd - Teacher Librarian
North Lake Senior High School

1 . Reading : an opinion - This section has been based on my
experiences as a teacher - librarian in high schools .

Reading is an important component of the process of writing . Reading is
a vicarious experience . As such, it gives students a background of ideas from
which to draw for their writing programmes . I feel this is important for
students at North Lake Senior High School because it offers events beyond
their world of suburbia .

Reading based on a wide range of resources is an important component
when exposing students to a wide range of English styles and techniques .
Students should be encouraged to read technical writing such as reports, as
well as the more literary styles of humour, satire or just plain didactic
writing . This enables students to develop a wider range of writing techniques .

In a school situation students read for many reasons . Some read to fill
in time, or to relax, others read because it is timetabled, some even
have an aching desire to seek out facts, while others enjoy the social
experience of sharing a book with friends . Some read just because it is too
wet to do anything else .

It is my experience that given the choice to read items of their desire
this is the order students choose .

1 . Magazines preferably non-fiction such as Australian Dirt Bike or
Seventeen .

2 . Books suggested by their friends .
3 . Light reading such as Picture Books or titles from the Asterix series .
4 . Paperback novels .
5 . Hardback novels .

The boys, at North Lake Senior High, prefer non-fiction while the girls
prefer fiction . This was born out in a survey we did of all English classes
early in 1982 .

I now feel, having taught with many reading classes, that these Zessons
could be structured so that each student is exposed to more than they would
wiZZing?y choose. In other words, during some Zessons students should read
genre such as science fiction, foZZowed next week by perhaps adventure stories .
In other Zessons students should read only non-fiction .

I have seen students switch to reading different types of literature only
after their teacher has exposed them to other form . The class teacher and
the teacher-librarian work together to select and direct students to these
areas within the school library .
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An important part of the reading process is discussing what has been read .
This enables students to share emotions and ideas while reliving experiences .
This process can then be used as a basis for writing at a later date . Perhaps
a discussion could be structured within the last ten minutes of a reading
lesson .

As a teacher-librarian I have noticed that books which are often read are

to read positively .

I feel that reading widely is a basis to good writing because it extends
a child's experiences, exposes one to use of language in its wider context
and is a concrete example of why we write .

Inter-department Promotion of Reading and Writing at North Lake Senior- High

1 . Team teaching

In a team teaching programme the English teacher and teacher-librarian may
start by working in a classroom together . Soon, however, the class is
divided to enable some students to work in the library and others to work
in the class room. This year we completed a unit of poetry with a Year 9
basic English class using this method .

The student in the library were taken step by step through the research
procedure for finding out about the life of a poet . Students then had to
fin,--' a poem by the poet, this poem was then studied in some detail .

This work is then marked by either the teacher-librarian or the class
teacher . The important point, however, is that a mark is recorded for the
student so that they can see their achievement .

2 . Displays

Libraries are continually promoting the various genres of literature and the
range of their stock in frequently changing displays . Encourage your students
to check each week to see if new resources stimulate their interest .

Often we use the 'red light specials' technique used in supermarkets when
we promote books . That is, we put attractive items in areas where most
users look or pass at sometime thus bringing resources to the reader's
notice .

We encourage students to borrow from displays . It is better to replace
a borrowed title than to dull a stimulated interest .

Student work, at North Lake Senior High School, is frequently incorporated
into our displays . We use their work as either the basis for a display on
a theme or as a theme in itself . Students appreciate seeing their work
recognized ; we enjoy the chance to show other students what is being

often never borrowed . Sometimes this is because the book is very large and
too difficult to take home or because this type of book is best read with
a group of friends . Group reading is very popular with the low ability
students . I feel this should be encouraged as it gives them the chance



achieved in the school .

3 . Educational Interaction
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The teachers in this high school keep us informed on the concepts they are
covering within their subjects ; as a result we direct resources their
way . A copy of any change of programme is sent to the teacher-librarian
so that selection can be made in these areas . We also distribute resources,
to teachers, that can be seen as extension reading related to the topics
they cover in class .

All departments at North Lake Senior High School are keen to promote
reading skills . This includes areas such as mathematics, science,
social studies and english . Mainly, we offer support to teachers in these
areas - team teaching, display and educational interaction .

Reading is an important component of the writing process . We all feel
that students should be encouraged to read and write . Our teaching of this
process is more efficient when we combine our teaching skills and aims
regardless of our areas of strength .



It cannot be too strongly emphasised that children need to be exposed to a
wide variety of literature with an emphasis on the flow of language, vocabulary
and feeling . This should lead to a desire to read and guidance is needed, by
parents and teachers, to increase the range and difficulty of material read,
without reducing the enjoyment . Peer recommendation is also important in the
selection of books .

Before children in primary school can use the various forms of writing,
they need to have experienced them as literature or in a practical situation
(e .g . telegrams, recipes, travel brochures) .

Some indications of the development of maturity in primary school writing
are considered to be -

1 . Fluency

2 .

	

Development of expressive language (vocabulary, phrasing,
variety of sentence forms, descriptive words and phrases) .

3 .

	

Sequencing and paragraphing .

4 .

	

Development of character, including bias where story demands
it .

5 .

	

Ability to develop a story to a climax and/or anticlimax then
complete writing with a satisfying, logical ending .

6 .

	

Inclusion of detail of scene, correct chronology, absence of
anachronisms .

7 .

	

Ability to write with emotion .

8 .

	

Ability to write a humorous story .

9 .

	

Ability to write both indirect and direct speech forms .

Some methods which have been tried successfully are now listed .

1 . Fluency

This is greatly influenced by hearing the flow of language when good
readers (parents, teachers, other children) read aloud . Choice of
material is important . Children need lots of practice in writing
with assistance at the editing level .

2 .

	

Expressive Language
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INCREASING THE RANGE OF WRITING CHILDREN CAN ENCOUNTER

vocabulary awareness can be cultivated by all the techniques used in

comprehension

dictionary games

Beryl Jones & Staff of Kardinya Primary

keeping of a personal dictionary of
interesting words encountered

games and quizz sessions

enlarging of the simple sentence

idioms

proverbs (drawing the literal meaning)

nonsense stories (malapropisms)



For example -
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The pZice couZd find no motion for this viscous grime .

	

The
victor, a popuZous doctor, had been Zurid to a disbanded
house by a decay who drove an oZd verticaZ . A week Zater, a
gZacier, repairing the window, defected the corps with a
horoscope stiZZ cZutched in one hand.

Phrasing - Develop from sentence patterning, sentence inversion, adding
more detail, jumbled sentences (which is the best way?) nonsense sentences
(e .g . The piano was bought by the lady with carved legs) .

Variety of Sentence Forms - Literature, read expressively, so children
can discuss the emotion .they felt, leads to an awareness of how an author
creates various effects e .g . the question to gain interest or to prepare
for the climax ; the short, jerky sentences to create a sense of fear or
panic .

3 .

	

Sequencing and Paragraphing

This is particularly difficult for the reluctant writer .

(a) One method used very successfully from year 2 upwards is to
have series of pictures or drawings (overhead projector is very
useful here) . Let children see the range first, then cover all
but the first picture . Follow through discussion, vocabulary
etc ., and children write only that "chapter" . They must not go
beyond what they can see . Uncover each picture in turn and
repeat process . This method has also developed the amount the
reluctant writer presents, because it focuses on a small section
of the story at a time, and gives more time for thought .

(b) Progress to writing a "chapter" a day (one paragraph) without the
restrictions of the picture, but with children planning their
paragraphs in the same way .

(c)

	

For the reluctant writer who likes drawing, let him prepare the
story in cartoon form first .

(d) On the draft of the story show the actual paragraph plan to keep
the sequence in the attention of the writer .

4 .

	

Development of Characters

Much discussion and drama are needed to make children aware of this technique .
TV characters present good examples to consider physical characteristics,
dress, behaviour, mode of speech . Characters in'Theatre in Education'pro-
ductions are usually well drawn also .

	

(e .g . The Real Mr . J .) .

Some successful ideas for development of this in children's writing are

(a) Describe yourself - as a story, as a poster .

(b) Describe a classmate - others to guess who it is .

(c) Describe a happy, sad, terrifying, terrified, evil, etc ., person .

(d) Prepare a drawing and directions for styling costumes for a play .

(e) Write a review of a TV show or theatre production with emphasis on
the main character .

(f) Write a fairy tale and illustrate it (prepare a book of these for
year l's .)

(g) Write a fairy tale as a mcdern newspaper article .



5 .

	

Climax and Anticlimax

When reading a serial to children always try to end each day's reading
at an interesting point, to develop the concept .

6 . Detail, chronology, etc .

7 . Emotion

Drama is probably the best means of developing this . Primary school
children who have used drama throughout the school are usually uninhibited .
From the type of vocabulary and form of sentence they use orally, the
techniques involved in creating emotion in a story can be discussed and
developed . A group who intend to write a story can discuss it from the
point of view of each character, then each one write from a different point
of view.
Discussion of each person's work enhances the awareness of the degree of
emotional involvement in any situation .

8 . Humour

Other Ideas for Stimulating Writing

1 .

	

T.V .

(h) Study literature e .g . "Snowflake" by Paul Gallico .
Create a similar character .

(i) Biographies, autobiographies .

(a) This may be fostered in preparing plays, journals, diaries, related
to Social Studies topics, especially if the play is to be presented
for an assembly or concert . It is also important in Social Studies
projects on topics such as local history, discovery, environment .
Recipes for a special day e .g . Day of Pioneers, can emphasise this
aspect .

(b) When a history theme has been taught, children may write a short
novel set in that particular period .

(c) Current events demand this sort of treatment .

(d) Biographies and autobiographies (fact or fiction) give scope
for research and presentation of detail .

(a) Give a humorous ending . This usually stimulates children to
create a situation .

(b) Use of comics . Let children write the basic story from the comic
strip words . Exchange stories . They soon become aware of the need
to supply details of the pictures before the story is actually amusing .

(c) Draw own comic strips, then write the joke in a story form.

(d) Literature - have children bring in a story/passage that they consider
humorous, to read to class .

(a) Have children close their eyes and listen to the dialogue . Discuss
the reduction in enjoyment because of detail missed and also the
confusion which can occur if two voices are very similar .



2 . Music

(b) Turn sound down and just watch the action . Discuss the need for
both dialogue and action .

(c) Apply what has been learnt to writing scripts with stage directions .

Play children a piece of music e .g . "Bunyip Pool" by W .G . James . Children
discuss bunyips (and similar characters from legends of other countries) .
Children draw their idea of a bunyip, then write the story they heard in
the music .

3 .

	

Adventure Stories

4 . Reports
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Children create a pivot for their story . e .g . "Lost Treasure" . Draw a
detailed map of an island, show physical features, hazards to be overcome,
etc . Singe the edges to give age to the paper . Write the story based on
the map .

Prepare reports of class activities and excursions for assemblies and
inclusion in magazines, school newsletters etc .

5 . Exposition

Before children attempt expository writing, practise the technique by
having children sit back to back . One child carries out an activity (e .g .
paper folding, building with blocks, arranging counters, straws, etc .) and
describes what he is doing . The other child follows the instructions . They
should end up with the same result . The actual results usually reinforce the
need for exact statements . Integrate with maths, social studies, i .e .
walk 2m to north, 3m to south, etc . or using road directory to go to child's
home .

6 .

	

Given Beginning Or Ending of Story

7 . Formalities

Write invitations to parents, guest speakers, etc . Letters of thanks to
them for attendance . A formal invitation to the Graduation Night may be
presented as a scroll, tied with ribbon .

8 .

	

Travel Brochures

Prepare a travel brochure for a country studied in Social Studies or,
following research, for a small area of a country . Motivate with
pictures from magazines, coloured slides, etc .

9 . Themes

Correlation of literature, art, music, history, craft .

10 .

	

Mini Approaches

Write an introductory paragraph for . . .
Write a conclusion for . . .

11 .

	

Film Strips

Young children find motivation and ideas for sequenl=ing by
stories seen on a film strip .



12 . Speeches
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Prepare a speech to introduce or thank a guest speaker, welcome parents
to a school function .

13 .

	

Note Taking

Record phone messages, ensuring facts are correct and all listed . Take
notes from TV or radio programmes, to be used for summary writing .

14 .

	

Notices and Posters

Practice at selecting essential facts but not extraneous material .

15 .

	

Class Letterbox

Children write letters to each other, to editor of school magazine, to
newspaper etc . covering home news, current events, social issues, etc .

16 .

	

Class TV Programme

Prepare comments on issues as in 15, jokes to be told between serious
items . Editors can prepare the programme from class contributions .
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WAYS TO MAKE THE CLASSROOM A MORE EFFECTIVE PLACE FOR WRITERS

THE TEACHER :

THE STUDENT :

Peter George (Jandakot Primary)

The relationship between the teacher and the student and the resulting
classroom environment are central to the effective teaching of writing .
Creating an atmosphere for writing is basically helping children to use
their minds to their fullest potential .

A classroom is a combination of teacher, student, and environment . I shall
look at ways we can improve all three to make our classrooms a more
effective place for writers .

The following ideas are a combination of successful techniques used by
teachers from the Jandakot and Yangebup Primary Schools and from sources
listed at the end of this report .

They are divided into three sections - ways in which teachers can improve
their own performance, ways to motivate children to write and methods
for making the environment more attractive for writers .

As there are many ways of treating individual ideas, I have listed them .
As you use these ideas the classroom will become a place producing both
motivation and effective writers .

* build a friendly rapport, become a friend
* always encourage (i .e . positive comments)
* always clearly outline what is to be expected
* justify why you are writing
* set writing tasks must be relevant to the child
* always be enthusiastic
* try to relate to child's experiences
* work from what children know
* provide purposes for writing
* vary the types of writing continually
* must have patience with all writers
* reward children for creativity (don't always insist on making all stories

grammatically perfect)
* create an atmosphere which invites creative thought (creative minds react

to challenges)
* remove obstacles to writing e .g . competition, comparison

* task must be relevant in child's mind
* do not embarrass the child ; if he or she does not want to read ask

someone who does
* must be motivated to write
*
*
*
*

must be aware of the teacher's enthusiasm
children should write for audiences other than the teacher
get children to keep personal diary
let the student write without stopping to correct



THE ENVIRONMENT :

literature of all types should be readily available in the classroom
e .g . novels, non-fiction, magazines, poems, comics, short stories, etc .

design an area specially set aside for writing in one corner of the
room - with all materials readily available

* have a bulletin board for good work
* set up a student writing group or club
* have a catalogue of topics (made by students)
* have charts of sentence beginnings, interesting words, sentence joiners,

formal lay out of letters
* have a listening area with tapes and earphones
* set up an exhibit that will arouse curiosity
* show a film that raises more questions than it answers
* take the class on .a field trip - one which provokes pupils into raising

questions
* create a writer's nook --- scribes' corner --- editor's desk ---

writer's hideaway
put a post box in the classroom
write on different surfaces e .g . windows, pie bag
have a chest in the classroom - with items of motivation e .g . skull,

ruby - constantly changing of course
use lifelike experiences e .g . cooking
have a spy hole, spy notebook

MOTIVATION IDEAS :
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If you have no room in your classroom for a writer's corner then :

put a post box in the classroom
blow up balloons, write topics on them and let them down ;

	

children have
to blow them up again to find out their topic

* themes - Halloween - make spells, darken room, cures to get rid of big
nose, warts etc

* have children keep a file of ideas
* word bags full of ideas - shopping or paper bags
* record ideas on tapes
* treat literature in different ways e .g . CharZotte's Web - write creative,

spidery words in web
have a puppet theatre

If You're Trying to Teach Kids How to Write You've Gotta Have This Book
Margorie Frank, Nashville, Tenn ., 1979 .

The Writing Corner
Arnold B Cheyney, Santa Monica, Calif .,Goodyear Pub . Co ., 1979

Children's Literature in the Elementary School
Charlotte S Huch
Doris Young Kuhn



Initial Preparation :

Some ideas :
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TASK FORCE :

	

Notes on Allowing Children To Do First
and Second Draft Writing for a Real
Audience .

Kerry Ralland
Koorilla Primary School

My class on the whole lacks a positive attitude to "English" in general
orally they were prepared to participate - when it actually came to
committing pen to paper, much enthusiasm evaporated . So, prior to
commencing my appointed task, it was necessary to do something about
this attitude .

To determine their real attitude the children were asked four questions -
"When _do you like to write?", "When don't you like to write?", "What
_do you like to write?", "What don't you like to write about?" These
involved only short answers and were kept for later reference .

1 . Firstly we did a lot of oral work, "un-named lessons" . When we'd
finished I'd say "How did you like your English lesson?"

	

Their
usual response, "Was that English?" Each section was followed by
these "question and answer" sessions .

2 . Following the oral period we blackboarded list upon list of words
pertaining to the particular topic . Initial topics chosen by the
teacher - subsequent topic - children selected . Volunteers were
then recruited to commit the blackboarded words to large class book -
a child was then allowed to do the "Cover Sheet", hence no shortage of
volunteers .

3 . We proceeded from single words to phrases, poetry etc .

4 . Children then chose a partner and selected the 15 'most' favourite
words which they illustrated . We combined these into a class book .

5 . During this period we spent a great deal of time reading and
discussing as many plays as possible . When I found the children were
experienced enough they chose a partner to work with . It wasn't
very long before the groups had grown - each child assuming a character
in the yet to be written play . I eventually limited the number per
group to 4 or 5 .

Session One : General discussion about writing plays .

Session Two : Groups discussed their ultimate aim, number of characters,
type, topics, scenes etc .

Several Sessions :

To write play, followed by a session when children read/act
out their play as it stands, are alterations necessary? etc .

This is followed by a re-drafting session , when children complete their
play and present "Final Draft" for photo-copying . Each group member is given
a copy .



Last Session : Children act out their own play, with props they
provide .

Evaluation/Correction :
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Whilst writing the children were mostly advising members of their goup,
with teacher called upon to "See how this sounds" etc . Most corrections
were communicated orally e .g . "Do you think something is missing here?"
(Capital etc)

Final Copies read by teacher - obvious errors pointed out . However, the
main evaluation was the reaction and response of the children as "audience"
to each play .

On the whole the children were very pleased with their own and others
efforts . This added confidence is apparent in the further work we have
done with other aspects of "English" .

Acknowledgement :

Rae Gatti for her notes "HeZping Writers Write for Wider Audience" .

Lionel Cranenburgh's notes "Pre-Writing Session" .

Majorie Frank's text "If You're Trying to Teach Kids Horn to Write You've
Gotta Have This Book".
Nashville, Tenn ., 1979 .
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Some Cre ative Approaches to Literature in the Primary School

Pauline Millar
Carawatha Primary School

1 . Storytelling - Learn a story or two or three to tell rather than
read to the children . (Memorize the first two sentences for a
positive opening and the last two for a conclusive ending - read
through over and over until the story is well known) .

Everyone loves being told a story as it is much more personal and
intimate . Invite someone from Library Services, the Storytellers
Society, a parent etc to extend the range . After children have
experienced several storytelling sessions :

(a) They are asked to select a book from the 398 .2 section of
the library (folktales and fairytales) and are asked to
learn to tell their story in a storytelling situation . Allow
at least a fortnight (get mum and dad to read it, brother,
sister etc to help in learning story .)

In groups of 5/6 children tell stories to group (small groups
are less threatening) . In this way all children get to tell
stories and all children hear 5 or 6 stories .

(b) As a follow up to their storytelling each group is asked to
select one of the stories they have heard to present as a puppet
play .

	

(Children asked to select story on basis of enjoyment
and ease of production) .

(i)

	

Upon selecting a story all the group is asked to acquaint
themselves with the story and create cardboard finger puppets
of characters in story .

Use cardboard - simple template shape . Children trace
around template and elaborate to become character .

Cut out characters and develop play .

(ii)

	

Using a similar approach - learn story ; have children
acquaint themselves with story of choice ; present as
shadow puppet play .

Theatre : Cardboard box - the back of theatre is the open
end through which will be shone light from a small slide/
filmstrip projector . The front has a large rectangle
cut from it and is covered with litho paper .



2 . Poetry :
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Leave a border around the screen behind which the puppets
and puppet holders can disappear .

screen

border

Puppets are cut out of cardboard and fixed to a length of
stiff card or a stick .

slits cut in side of box

The puppets are slid through slits in the sides of the box
and play behind the screen with the light source shining on it .

(iii) Another means of enacting a story or a poem using puppets .

People Puppets .

Giant sheets af cardboard approximately 1 metre x 0 .75 metres
are used and holes are cut out, using a stanley trimmer, for
head and arms .
Children design and paint on characters . Play is produced with
children wearing giant puppets .

Rather than have the whole class treat one poem introduce children to
the 800's section of the library .
Children select a poetry book each . During the rest of the session
and throughout the week children are to browse through their chosen
book and select a poem which they like to present to the class or
group . It may be committed to memory for presentation to group,or
prepared for reading to the group .

3 . Library Services have an excellent selection of films of children's
literature which may be borrowed through your School Library Development
Officer and Librarian .
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4 . Each month library services sends to schools a calendar of coming
events, important anniversaries etc . "Dec . Cal" . This is available
from your Librarian .

Use this to introduce various children's authors .
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ORAL WORK IN THE CLASSROOM

C . Trainor - N .L .S .H .S .

The use of oral work in promoting writing in the classroom has many
advantages . These include (1) discussion as a class in aiding the exchange
of ideas and opinions by both the teacher and the students,

(2) discussion and the creation of thoughts
and concepts to stimulate analytical and informative writing,

(3) discussion as a tool for creative and prosaic
writing by both the guide and the students .

The commonly accepted adage "writing stimulates writing" is certainly
true of some aspects of the written word . However, it has been my experience
as a teacher of English, that it is only through oral interaction and through
the exchange of ideas, opinions and experiences that effective sustained
writing is created . A student may have a valuable idea which could be termed
the 'nucleus' of thought . Using this 'nucleus' other avenues of thought are
stimulated through discussion . Awareness is compounded, and from our idea
or line of thought many avenues are opened up . These ideas explore the realms
of that one thought (idea) and more effective sustained writing is produced .
This can be achieved in either the small group or in the larger class
discussion .

Oral communication in the class is often unwittingly abused until the
'controller' builds an atmosphere of trust and acceptance amongst the group .
TRUST is an awareness that no idea is abused or mocked and that each member
of the group has a valuable contribution to make . ACCEPTANCE is a feeling
of comfortableness by each group member to express themselves freely without
inhibition . Without these two essential ingredients discussion could be
both unfruitful and frustrating to all members involved . Although not
disproving the theory of 'writing promoting writing' perhaps an important
addition could be'through discussion sustained writing is produced' .

Presenting students with a series of stimulus cards or pictures from
magazines, newspapers, posters etc ., and with discussion in either small
groups or as a class, very effective stories can be produced . After having
written these stories/essays as an individual or group contribution the
stories can be placed on tape or presented to the class . This increases
the student's own sense of achievement and builds up a respect for each of
the members as a contributing force . (Constant group changing after each
activity could be a danger here .

	

Students need to work with each other on
a number of occasions for the aforementioned trust and acceptance .) It is
therefore advised to keep the students together for a period of 4-5 sessions
so that this process is fostered . Presentation of an oral activity, e .g .
a group written story, is very effective . Each student takes a part and
the written stories are presented as a group . Very often students feel
'threatened' if placed in a solo position . With the support of a group this
'vulnerability' is lessened greatly . Using the story as a basis many
activities could follow as a result -

(1) script-writing leading to the presentation,
(2) drama by the group,
(3) poetic writing using the 'theme' of the story as a basis,
(4) sustained creative/factual writing with research being

promoted through the interception of that one stimulus .

Another area whereby writing can follow as a result of initial planned
discussion is through the choice of one word e .g . "Doors" . Choice of the
word,in this case by the teacher, is of optimum importance .

	

When I gave my
students (a Year 9 Int ./Adv . class) this word, after the initial blank stares
and embarrassed giggles the responses I received from this class were
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excellent . Groups of 4-5 students created a wide range of ideas from this
word including parliament/problems of -outh/generation gap . Surprisingly
a good response was from a group of boys DOORS being a feminist issue .
Many follow up activities could be created from the initial discussion
being utilized in a similar way as the 'above' . Mystery/Ghost Stories
always stimulate people both young and old, male and female and tend to
bring out the sense of the 'macabre' which lies dormantin many of us . An
excellent activity has been on the theme of 'ghosts, ghoulies and the
unexplained' . This activity has proved very successful in a wide range of
students of varying abilities and promotes both active discussion and
equally active writing . The teacher may begin the lesson with either a
story reading or more effectively a 'story telling' to initiate and spark
interest and creativity . Here care is needed to prevent students in their
excitement from relating their own stories and theories . Otherwise 'side-
tracking' is a very real possibility . Place the students in groups of five
or six . Activate them by perhaps an opening line or simply through the
sustaining of an atmosphere . Lower ability groups will need far more
support and time to develop their story-line than those of a higher ability .
However at all times positive reinforcement is essential . The same follow-
up activities apply with this exercise . However the additional use of
musical instruments e .g . symbols to promote the clash of thunder, drums and
xylophones etc ., add to the overall presentation in the oral and dramatic .
Allow the students to select their own leaders . The teacher will find that
the added responsibility of this 'student selection' has very pleasing
results for the students . Particularly in this final activity I have had
to resist the desire to 'take over' . Be a guide when needed and a helpful
group member, but the final responsibility rests with the group .

ASSESSMENT : Assessment for oral activities is often regarded as a rather
nebulous area . However criteria for both individual and group assessment
can be placed under the following categories :

(i)

	

RESEARCH - Was the topic researched properly? Did the topic
include sufficient relevant information?

(ii)

	

INTEREST - Was the topic of general interest to the listeners
or a topic that had little or no relevance to the class and did
not sustain concentration?

(iii)

	

GROUP PARTICIPATION - Did the group interact effectively with
each other?

(iv)

	

CLARITY OF SPEECH - Was the audience able to fully understand
what was being said?

(v)

	

PRESENTATION - Did the speaker(s) make effective use of hand
gesture, notes etc .? Was their presentation natural or were there
areas of distraction for the audience?

(vi)

	

ARGUMENT - Was the argument logical, or was there no plan to
the argument?

(vii)

	

OPENING AND CONCLUSION - Was the opening to the talk too vague
or did it arouse the attention of the audience?

The conclusion - was the audience left with clear ideas from the
talk, or no ideas at all?

These few points will help the teacher set up an effective and sound
marking rationale and adopt a marking system which encourages individuality .
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A RECORD OF ACTIVITIES IN ENGLISH

The teacher should distribute a copy of this record to each student
in the class . The teacher asks the student to write his or her name
in the space provided and the name of the school . Each student places
a tick ,/ in the box provided against the activity which he or she has done
during the year . The records are then collected by the teacher who places
a tick on the scale of student performance provided at the end of the
questionnaire to indicate the student's ability in English . If necessary
the teacher may add a comment . The records for Year 7 students may be
collected by the school and returned to North Lake Senior High School
at the end of the year . The records will enable English staff to consider
the individual progress of each student in the English activities programme
in their class and proceed with the programme so as to ensure continuity
in English teacher .

This checklist acts as a guide for teachers and an indication of the
range of activities students can encounter in English . It is not possible
for any teacher to cover every item in the list . However, teachers may
attempt as many different forms of writing as possible . The choice of
activities a class attempts is a personal one for the teacher and class .

Name of student . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Name of school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST

1 . Letters

- personal 0- editor n- invitation Q- complaint

- enquiry

2 . Article

- editorial 17
- feature

- news report 17
- sports report

3 . Short St ory

adventure n
mystery n
sci fi

humorous

surprise ending



4 . Radio

- radio talk

- commentary

- advertisement

- bulletin

5 . Essay Writing

- narrative

- argumentive

6 . Descriptions

7 . Writing a speech

8 . Poems

- haiku

- free and blank verse

- shape

9 . Scriptwriting

- for stage

- for radio

- for T .V .

10 . Advertisements

- newspaper ads .

- radio ads .

11 . Writ ing a - Novel

12 . Humour

- satire

- melodrama

13 . A Book Review

14 . Conversion

- novel to play

- poem to short story

- novel to script



15 . Research

- note taking

16 . Drafts

17 . Journals

- for self

- autobiography

- for trusted friend

18 . Diary

19 . Reports to

- police

- committees

20 . Exploratory Writing

21 . A Petition

22 . Notices

23 . Narratives

- for various purposes and audiences

- autobiography

- biography

Some audiences for which students can write .

Self ,
Other students,
Other classes,
Other schools,
Public,
Interest groups,
Prospective employers
Parliamentarians,
Authors,
Community Figures .



SKILLS

Parts of speech
Punctuation
Correct Grammar
Paragraphing
Dictionary use
Research skills
Dialogue
Spelling

ORAL WORK

1 . Group Discussions

Z . Impromptu talks

3 . Prepared talks

4 . Debates

5 . Cassette tapes

6 . Interviews

7 . Panel discussions

8 . Drama

9 . Choral speaking
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SAMPLES OF STUDENTS WRITING ABILITIES

The Board of Secondary Education requires that high schools

report annually on the number of students who have achieved Advanced,

Intermediate or Basic levels in the subjects they study at high school .

Teachers expectations and student performance will vary according to

their ability in English . To make it possible for primary school staff

to have an indication of the quality of work at various levels, the

committee decided to include some representative samples of work

assessed as Advanced, Intermediate and Basic as well as an analysis

of characteristics of written expression at each level .
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MARK 2

	

BASIC SAMPLE :

I have just from the country and this is the first time I have ever

being in a big city . and I was looking at all the huge building . They

look different from the bus somehow, but as I stepped of the bus I was

in a new world . I had too suitcases and I stood their and look up a the

buildings they seem to lean and look at me, and I look back . They

seem to touch the sky I would not belive that there was such monstress

buildings biger than the shacks we live in .

MARK 2/3

	

BASIC SAMPLE :

The moon is a lonly place, it's lonely because theirs no sound like

cars blowing their horns, people talking, planes and helicopers going

through the air .

Theres big craters all along the ground, no trees or plants, no

or big buildings, no roads or footpathes to keep to . And no police to

keep an eye on you, you can do what you like, run around floating

around the moon looking at the flat wholy ground .

And you can look in the big emty sky with a few stars .

You could walk for miles and miles and see the same thing, flat plane

ground . You would never see any people, just ugly rocks and sandy

gravel where ever you went, their would be no lakes or rivers, just

plain ground . Theres nothing to do no games to play, theres nothing .

MARK 4

	

LOW INTERM~EDIATE SAMPLE

houses

It was in the month of may I stayed home from school because I

was very ill . I stayed in bed for about 3 to 4 hours reading my novel,

for something to amuse myself . It was about 12 oclock when I decided

to get up and have some lunch . I didn't eat much .

At about 3 oclock I was asked by my mother to come shopping, of

cause my father was at work . So I told mum I would come . I had forgotten

to turn the kettle off and when we got back we found the house all burnt

down, all that was left was the kittchen table, two chairs, a teapot,

a bowl and a musical box and two mugs . When dad got home from work he

was to interested in the paper so he came in and sat on one of the chairs

and finished reading the paper . mother just came in and made our tea and

I sat dc-wn and cut my nails Then later on we built a but out of what

was left and we had tea .
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MARK 4/5

	

MIDDLE INTERMEDIATE SAITLE :

Our life is controlled by speed . Everywhere you go, Every thing you

think of, Everytime you move you are speeding An office typist is

concedered mainly on her speed (not efficency), a good student is the

one that had finished his maths exam and scorced equal top with a person

who did not finished, the best cars are the sleeckest and FASTEST, the

best airline to fly by is the one that get you there the fastest, every-

where you go there is speed . Why can't we slow down and act on thought not

impluse . or take life as it comes and not always planning head . Planing

ahead dosen't come through thinking about the future but more an impluse

action because it happened to someone else .

School is a good example of pushing why can't we learn at our own

pace and if we can't see a point it's left up to us to see the point in

our own time or else we fail our test which has to be done by next

Monday . Why can't everyone slow down and think about life, polution is

cause by rushers and so are most the other problems like drugs and

drinking which are taking by people can't keep up also crime come into

this cartogry . It is nearly the end of my writing time so I'll wind

up by saying the Rusher's are killing our world so be lazy .

MARK 6

	

TOP INTERMEDIATE SAMPLE :

What is the use of building many stories buildings when it is

only going to be destroyed by someone else? All there has to be is

some silly arguement between the leaders of two countries and straight

away they start fighting each other . Many working men spend alot of
their time constructing buildings . They work flat out in hot and

cold weather, besides being half deafened by the constant noise of

machines going

	

They also don't spend . as much time with their family

because when they come home from work at night they are that tired from
their day's work that they just flop on a couch or a bed to rest .

Because of this the children can't have a talk with their father because
whenever they see him he is always too tired to bother about answering
any questions that they might have . The children can't talk with their
fathers in the morning because he has to get up too early for them to
start his days work .
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MARK 6 CONT .

	

TOP INTERMEDIATE SAMPLE CONT .

Is it fair to destroy something which has costed many men hard

work and time to build just because of a silly arguement between the leaders

of two or more countries? Besides waisting many efforts and time it is

like tearing or burning up thousands of dollars, because this is what has

been spent by the government on employing men and hiring machines .

I think that unless us human beings can change our ways and stop

fighting each other it is just a waist of time and money to build these

buildings . The money which the government spends on these buildings

could go to help the unfortunate people in hospitals or if they are

crippled in some way, or hurt in any other way . At least the appreciation

by these people could never be destroyed . Much more badly needed

equipment in hospitals could be bought with this money also

I think that human beings sould stop fighting and start doing

something about helping each other .

MARK 6/7

	

LOW ADVANCED SAMPLE :

Lost, a small child lost in the concrete jungle, bewildered and said .

He lost his mother miles back or so he thought, and now was being unwillingly

pushed further

in a small park, but still he is caged in because all

crowd and up above all that he sees is tall buildings

helpless .

A ray of hope, he sees his

runs but the crowd do not allow

turns to look somewhere else . The child drops in sheer exhaustion and

unhappiness . All he is able to do is cry and he does , for hours and

hours until a kind old man picks his way through the crowd and takes the

boy into his care . Still the boy is unhappy, he wants his mother and so

the man takes the boy to the city police station where he becomes at

long last reunited with his mother after six hours of loneliness and sorrow.

into the crowd . At last he breaks free and he finds himself

around him is the

and clouds, he is

mother, he shouts but is not heard . He

him to reach his goal . His mother then
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MARK 7/8

	

LOW - MID ADVANCED SAMPLE :

The sky was black like soot in a chimney A cloud drifted slowly across

it like a white dove looking and searching for a place to sleep in safety .

The world was naked of life not a single living object roamed the earth .

It had happened man had killed himself . Where there was once the call of

a newspaper boy there was now a crater Death was not swift and painless

but slow and torturous . The lucky had died from the bomb blast but

most could not defend themselves from the panic and the radiation which

infested itself in the unfortunate humans and animals . The great powers

of the world had blundered badly even though they claimed that they had

superior knowledge of such things as war and bombs of different megatons .

They thought they knew what to do if such a time had come but, like a

young child, they rushed and dropped the bombs and killed and sealed mankind's

fate . Death of a planet would seem remarkable, but really is it so?

MARK 8

	

MID ADVANCED SAMPLE :

The mess around me dampens my high spirits . Broken furniture, no

roof, no comforts - nothing . Only three chairs, a table, a few

belongings and the clothes we have on our backs . But perhaps I

to have these? I could be dead, or half dead, or just a living

Yes, certainly this was had been cruel to all those who were unlucky

enough to be living in this area . I can still remember the day it all

started .

It was a fine day . Our modern, white house sparkled prettily in the

sunlight . Noises of children playing, cars travelling, people laughing

floated among the air to be heard by all . We had lived in this house

for 7 years and by now it was well furnished, equipped and had managed

to grow a glorious garden around it . Yes I can still remember . And then

it happened .

The news we had all dreaded to hear was brought to us .

They began to invade . They're ten miles from here" .

All pleasant noises stopped :-

People gathered all precious belongings possible to be taken to the

cellars in the, ground that had been built . (Just for the safety sake and

fun of it - never thought they'd be used .) Babies cried, mothers fretted,

children panicked and everyone prayed .

The time had come . It took them about 1 hour to reach us and I can

still remember what a terrible hour that was . Just waiting

small

am lucky

vegetable .

"They are coming .

praying that those
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MARK 8 CONT .

	

MID ADVANCED SAMPLE CONT .

abominable people would never get here and descend on us . But they

still came . Just as we were afraid by . They dropped their granades

on our houses- our love .y houses - they destroyed all we had ever lived

for . They demolished any buildings in sight, shot their loud, piercing,

terrifying gun shots . Yes, I can still remember . For two days this

carried on .

	

Two whole days of hell, - murder . . . . It hardly seemed a

reality .

And they left us with this . This, mess . I have sought and sought

to find a reason for any species of mankind that would have a just reason for

performing such a devastating, ravaging, destructive action such as this .

It has left us in misery, with nothing . No longer have we our houses we are

proud of, no longer have we any pleasant

MARK 10

	

TOP ADVANCED SAMPLE :

As he walked between the tall buildings he felt a fear coming over him,

as if he was being watched, his every movement monitored . He look around

him but he could see no-one .

	

He searched the darkened corners and the

alleys, nothing stirred . There was something very strange about this place,

he had known it before . Full of hurrying masses he had never felt the cold

and he had never seen it like this before .

He looked a the hard slabs of grey concrete and the strip of black, bitumen

that wound between them . They looked very bare and cold, not as they had

been when they were pounded with heavy footsteps and refuse blew from

corner to corner . All that which he had refused to accept was gone and he
felt lonely at finding in gone .

All around him he felt cold steel girders and concrete
people and their noise . He felt the giants loom above

their cold claws were upon him, he felt captive . He wanted

the people were to where the

concrete giants who admitted

He knew that the next row of

as they watched him at their

they seemed to bend their heads to look upon him in cold pitty and how they

and he wanted for the

him and almost as if

to run to where

sunlight shone but wherever he turned he saw the

no sun .

giants would be just as inhospitable to him

feet . He looked up around him and saw how
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TOP ADVANCED SA.`TLE

separated him from everything he loved . He heard their whispering

voices jeering him and turned to see no lips moving, no eyes but the

foriegn cold concrete . As their whispering grew louder from one row to

the next he shouted to quiet them but they only mocked his shouting and

laughed it down the road .

He heard his own heart beating and his breath in the now calm air and

tried to stop it lest'they hear him and crush him at their feet . He

moved silently down the pavement trying to muffle his steps . Again he

looked up a saw their great height and breath and he felt their steely

power upon him .

He thrust his hands in his pockets to remove them from the cold, but they

were still bitterly cold . He quickened his pace and round the corner .

Before him his saw something truly magnificent . She stood twenty floors

tall and to him she offered security .

As he looked down from the twentieth floor office he saw one lonely figure

hurrying through the streets, perhaps searching for what he had once again

found . He looked towards the hills and saw the sun that warmed his office

and again he felt secure .

At the end of the street a bus drew up and scores of people pressed out

from within its belly . He heard their noise and saw their litter,



ADVANCED LEVEL

Style
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CHARACTERISTICS OF WRITTEN EXPRESSION

A GUIDE FOR ASSESSMENT

1 . Range and versatility is demonstrated : a student whose achievement
in Written Expression is assessed as Advanced is able to write well
in a variety of forms (narration, description, expositions, argument,
drama) even though he may have preference for a particular form .

2 . Vocabulary : words are used for meaning and effect (the writer is
aware of "denotation" and "connotation", even though he may not
be familiar with those terms) .

Appropriateness in the choice of words and versatility in vocabulary
is displayed . Sensitivity and maturity in the use of words is
displayed .

3 . Originality : the work is generally non-derivative, imaginative, and
displays depth of meaning and understanding . A developing individual
style is apparent in writing at the Advanced-Credit level .

	

Generally,
a novelty of approach is adopted in the writing .

4 . Audience : the work is written for a particular audience . The sense
of audience - direct appeal to the reader - is strong .

The student at the Advanced level is able to adopt and sustain a
pose in his writing .

5 . Reader response : the writing is interesting/enjoyable/stimulating
for the reader . (It is pleasant to mark) .

Technique

1 . It is expected that work at the Advanced level demonstrates
competence in the mechanics of expression .

	

(This should not be
regarded as prescriptive, however : if the work has some flaws
in spelling, punctuation, sentence structure or usage, but is
outstanding in style and structure, then it may be assessed at the
Advanced level) .

2 . The work has variety in sentence structure (compound, complex, loose,
periodic, balanced sentences are used even though the student may
not be familiar with these names) .

	

Variation in sentence structure
is appropriate to the purpose of the writing (mood, pace, emphasis) .

3 . Paragraphing : paragraphing is appropriate . Cohesion between
paragraphs is achieved .

R6 38 . 10 . 7 . 75



Structure
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1 . Advanced level Written Expression is characterised by a logical order-
ing of ideas . Chronological sequence is maintained in narratives :
logical sequence is developed in exposition and argument .

2 . The work has continuity in development . There is a sense of
progression and completeness in the composition : an idea is
presented rationally, briefly or at length, and the reader has a
clear understanding of intention .

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

It was held that the'range of student performance was widest at the Intermed-
iate level . Half of the student population is assessed in the Intermediate
level and the range of performance extends from near Advanced with pedantic
correctness but lacking in imaginative stimulation for the reader, to correct
expression, and to structural faults and sterility of style bordering on
the Basic level .

	

A wide range of individual abilities is displayed at all
levels, but it is widest in the Intermediate level .

The consensus of teachers was that Intermediate level Written Expression is
the least interesting to read - it lacks the originality of the Advanced
level and does not have the same unintended humour which frequently relieves
the work at the Basic level . Intermediate level Written Expression, it was
held, is generally mechanically sound, but stylistically "ordinary" .

S-ty 1 e

1 .

	

The work is generally correct, but does not reveal sensitivity .
While a student may have personal sensitivity, his writing does not
reveal that because of its lack of range in language and technique
adequate to communicate feeling .

2 .

	

Vocabulary : words are used correctly, but vocabulary is usually
"ordinary" or "everyday" . Often the student writing at the
Intermediate level suggests a perceptive mind at work, but language
is not used with sufficient dexterity to clarify or communicate
the perception .

3 .

	

Originality : there is a tendency toward the familiar(or perhaps the
learned) in the approach to the topic . The work follows a
"usual" or"expected" approach . While it is technically competent,
it does not reveal originality in method . The structure is
generally "safe" rather than "adventurous" or"exploratory" .

4 .

	

Reader response : teachers report that this is the least interesting
student work to read .

	

It is generally sound work, but it is generally
sterile in imaginative qualities .

R638 .10 .7 .75



Technique

Structure

BASIC LEVEL
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1 .

	

Sentence structure : variation of sentence structure is attempted
but is not always successful . The writing has coherence and
there are few errors of syntax .

2.

	

Punctuation : generally accurate, but punctuation is limited by
stereotype sentence structures . Punctuation is not used for
effect or emphasis . Capital letters, fullstops, question marks and
commas (sparingly) are used to separate sentences and parts of
sentences, but colons, semi-colons, exclamation marks, dashes,
are rarely used to give emphasis to statements or to show the
relationship of ideas .

3 .

	

Teachers find that the Intermediate level is often conversational in
style - students write as they talk .

There is generally a logical development of the topic, but the structure
lacks aesthetic balance .

The writing is generally disciplined, detail relevant to mood or
purpose is presented in an organised but standard manner . The work is
sequential but the style is stilted .

The conclusion is often inadequate .

Presentation : Some teachers report that work presented at the Basic level
is characterised by untidiness, carelessness in presentation, and poor
handwriting .

Others argue that this is a question of student-teacher expectation . The
student, who may have experienced several years of poor achievement in
Written Expression, lacks self-esteem and pride in his work . Teachers who
have encouraged neatness in presentation and handwriting at ALL levels claim
that students respond with tidy habits even though their expression is of
poor quality .

Style

1 .

	

Imagination : The imaginative quality in the Written Expression - a
low order of imagination and inability to sustain the imagination .

2 .

	

Written Expression is the style of speech - in the manner of the
student's usualy spoken English . The personality of the individual
writer is apparent in the language and ideas . The work is generally
not artificial ; there is a lack of pose, an honesty of the
individual mind .

8638 .10 .7 .75

There is a tendency for the writing to be about the actual, the
real experience than to project and sustain a narrative distant
in time and place .

The writing is limited in time and place extensions : expression is
in terms of a single time-place dimension and movement in time
and place is disjointed and poorly developed .



Technique

l .

	

Vocabulary : simple, uncomplicated words are chosen . Where
students use a more appropriate/mature word it is usually
misspelt, even though it is used correctly in context .

(N .B . This contrasts with spoken English . The student at
the Basic level writes a simple language, but in spoken English
displays a wider vocabulary, a more appropriate choice of words .
Is this an avoidance strategy in Written Expression? He knows
he cannot spell the word ; he opts to use a simpler word that he
can spell?)

2 .

	

Spelling : numerous spelling mistakes, even in the simpler words
and particularly in the "100 Demons" .

3 .

	

Sentence Structure

Structure
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(a) generally in simple sentences . Rarely are more complicated
sentences used correctly . Consistency rather than variety of
sentence structure . Sentences often begin with nouns, pronouns
or conjunctions .

(b) sentences are not selective - too many ideas or experiences
are included in a single statement . There is a lack of
organisation of ideas .

(c) Sentences are disjointed : incomplete statements, run-on
sentences .

(N .B . this contrasts with spoken English . The sense of
sentence is apparent in spoken English and students, when
asked to read their own work aloud, will read the sentence
units not apparent in the Written Expression) .

(d) Punctuation poor : fullstops and capital letters are the major
punctuation used at the Basic level and both are used
incorrectly . Commas are used rarely and, usually, incorrectly .
Question marks used incorrectly . Apostrophes, semi-colons,
colons, hyphens, generally not used .

1 .

	

Unity : the composity lacks unity of ideas .

L .

8638 .10 .7 .75

Narratives : a lack of balance between the parts, lengthy, irrelevant
introductions with climaxes discussed briefly and without adequate
development, emphasis, or resolution .

Characters and events are introduced without preparation or motivation .
Sequence of time, events, ideas is often illogical . One idea/
statement is incomplete when an unrelated event/notion is introduced .
Logical and chronological order is confused .

There is a disjointed ordering of ideas .



6 .

	

Quantity - usually brief .

8638 .10 .7 .75
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3 .

	

Point of view : the writing is unable to sustain a point of view -
change from the third person to the first person without reason -
the writer does not sustain objectivity .

4 .

	

Tense :

	

constant change from past to present to future .

5 .

	

Selectivity : a mass of irrelevant ideas is included . The work
is confused by irrelevant detail presented as it comes to mind
rather than .selected and presented strategically in the
composition .

7 .

	

Audience appeal is limited . The writing is not for an audience,
but is rather an honest statement of the individual- a statement
rather than a communication - lacks subtlety in communication .


